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NAACP MARCHES IN BPT.
N"Sr:ij -

lEec

m'~.,.J""'"
N

STUDENTS AND FACULTV
JOIN IN PROTEST
. On. Saturday morning, March 13th, the Fairfield
Umverslty Chapter of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People joined a number
of local organizations in a protest march down Main

Sl. in Bridgeport. According to
Tom Cook, '65, President of the
campus chapter. the two hun·
dred or so participants were
prqtesting a recent cut in the
school budget at a time when
schools for minority residents of
Bridgeport already lack psychiatric services. remedial reading
programs. and social .....orkers.
Members of the faculty
marched with the University
delegatiqn; and among those
taking a public stand were Fr.
Egan, Fr. Bresnehan, Fr. Bonn,
Fl'. Cullen, Mr. Nagy and Mr.
O'NeiL Although the marchers
.....ere protesting shortcomings,
it was a civil rights demonstration in that it was directed
against the deprivations of minority groups _ specifically the
Negroes and Puerto Ricans of

Members 01 the campus chapter march dOWD Mala St.

S.E. Asian Ambassador
To Speak Here Tonite

Now!"

Sociologist Speaks
Today, Thursday
Dr. Hanan Selvin, Chairman
of the Sociology Department at
the Unh'ersity of Rochester will
be in residence here today and
tommorrow. During his visit he
will deliver a series oJ lectures
and meet with students interested in pursuing graduate
studies in the field of Sociology.
He will also meet with Universlty administrators to discuss
curriculum planning in Soclology.

Chainnan of tile Federation Bar member or the Executive ComCouncil. He has alSQ been PresI- mittee of the World Peace
Ambassador
Radhakrlshna
dent of the Malaysian Branch Though Law Center. He has
Ramani, the Malaysian repre- of the International Law Com- been a delegate to the U.N,
sentativc to the United Nations, mission of Jurists. He is now a since May, 1963.
will speak on "Malaysia-l96S" ---------------------------='------------tonight at 8:00 p.m. in Gonzaga
Auditorium. The lecture is being
sportSQred by the Bellarmine
Series, in conjunction with the
Young Democrats.
Ambassador Ramanl, who has
been permanent representative
The Dogwood Festival, 1965 .._ ~ _
to the U.N. since November, will start with the traditional
1964, has been active in interna- prom, but because the Long·
shore Cquntry Club was not
tional law since he qualifled for
available It will be held at the
lbe English Bar in 1928. Most Glen lsland Casino in New Roof his life he has practiced law chelle, New York.
in Malaysia. During the Wa!'
The committee sUlted that
ycars, he practiced law in holding the prom in New York
Madras, India. He was admitted was by exceptiqn to ~radition,
as an Advocate of the High and was also dOlle to·t:omply
to the State Liquor Laws. The
Co.urt of Judicature at Madras. Dogwood committee also said
Since the war he has been that it was Conning a commitactive in legal and legislath'e tee composed of students and
committees. He was a member administratio.n to study the
of the Advisory Council of the problem further for future
weekends.
State of Selangor, and the Leg'The price of the package
islative Council of the Federa- deals have not yel been antion of Malaysia, and was nounced, but it will be the lowelected a member and later
Continued on PAGE 9
B)' Mike MuUln

Bridgeport. Among the organ.
izatlons to participate were the
American Legion Post 149, Citizens Committee for Better Education Now, West End Tabernacle C-M-E. Church, Uncoln
SchOQI PTA, V.F.W. Post 9991,
Mt. Aerie Baptist Church, Russel Temple CM.E., Sportsman's
GqIr Club, and Quality Education Bridgeport Stratford.
The signs and placards carrled by the marchers bespoke
their complaints and hopes.
They called for "More Money
For Schools," denounced "Taxation Witilout Education," and,
tQWards tile end of the orderly
march, a young lad's sign read:
'"Teach Me to Read and Rite

Dogwood Sets Schedule;
Prom At Glen Island Casino

Today he will speak on
"Missed Opportunities in the
History of Survey Analysis" al
3:30 p.m. in RoQ.m 301, Cansius
Hall. In the same room at 3:30
on March 25, his lecture will
be "On the Consequence of College U!e:' AU stUdents, facuIty
and fnends are invited to attend these meetings without
c h a r g e. Thursday evening.
March 25, Selvin will present a
public lecture in Gonzaga Auditorium at 8 p.m. The talk
entitled ''The Establishment and
the Underground in Contempor_
ary Society," is QPCn to the
public and admission is without charge.
Dr. Selvin. a Phi Beta Kappa
has been chairman of the Soci~
ology Department at Rochester
since July, 1964, BeCore that he
taught at the University of
Califqmia in Berkeley from
1?56 to 1963, receiVing a citaUon for distinction In teaching
in 1959 from the University.
Selvin's visit is being sponsored jointly by the Depart.
ment oC Sociology and the Visiting Scicntists Program of the
American Soc.ioJqgical Association. This program, Supported
by Q grant from the National
Science Foundation, enables
outstanding Sociologists to vwt
~mall Departments of Sqclology
In order to stimulate interest
in scientific research and to
present recent developments in
the field to both faCUlty and
students.
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STUDENTS & LIQUOR: THE SYMPOSIUM
By MUle MuIUn aDd Jim Klelt

On Saturday, March 13th, the a problem as diverse as there
Student Government sPQl1SOred are college students.
a s}'mposium to discuss the
Don King first discussed the
problems of liquor both on the survey that his Student Govem·
ment Liquor Cormnittee made
Fairfield campus and among last NQ\'ember to detennine the
students in general. 1be panel depth of the drinking problem
conshted of Judge John Fiu- among Fairfield stu~nts. On
patrick, Judge of Probate, of the basis of the results of the
Fairfield; Fr. Joseph McCQnn- poll, Fr. McInnes had suggested
ick, Oln.>ctor of Student Person- a symposium to more fUlly disnel; Lt. Walter Stecko of the cuss the situation. TIle trend
Connecticut State Police, Tra(. indicated by the poll was that
fie Division, Mr. Michael Swift, 75~ of the student body does
Executive Dirtttor of the Fair· drink regularly, he pointed out,
field County Council on Alcohol· and this is in keeping with the
ism; Fr. ThQlllas McGrath, natiqnal average.
Director of Psychological SerFr. McConnick af[i1med his
\'ie('S at Fairfield; Mr. Edward first hand knowledge of the
"faher, parent; Dr. John King, problem, which he said was inphysician and his son, Don King deed based on many nights of
'66.
observing the inunedlate reo
Btlcau~ (If the bro.ad nature sullS of liquor consumption by
of the topic, the use and abuse the student body. The problem,
or alcohOl IUII0nr college Itu- Fr. McConnick reminded the
denu, the Ii)'mposlum could oDly symposium. is an adult probtouch on respedh'e pombo of lem first, and as a result hIlS
\ lew on the problem, rather becQme a high school and then
limn rench 1lD)' detlnlte con. a college dilemma. It is a probduslon. But the lIympolJulu ern- lem of two extremes he added
IIho.slzl'i:l . the ,many ,probleltll - 011 one hand drinking by
thllt must be dcalt wfth In dll. minors cannot be legislated
j'IIS"lllg drlnklog amoDg InloonJ. awa)', and on the othel', it would
President Melones' opening be foolish to assume that by
]'emarks, which caJled for a removing all restrictions em stu·
clarification of the vari~us dent drinking, pl'Oblems would
issues of the problem, noted disappear,
that this would only be the
Jud,;:e Fitzpatrick stilted the
beginning of the probing of bMSlc statuti,·!; or the State of
Connootlcut perblnln,; to drink10" b~' those under the MgC of
21. Thl')' read: "An)' IlCrmlth..-e
"'ho h~' hlm-"elf II; Mn Hl:ent or
8cn'ient, or "'ho delh'crs aleh·
olle llquor to Hn)' minor lind
• • • 1IfI~' pen.on, e~ceJlt the Imr.
cot or guardlall or th.. minor,
"'ho delh'ers or gins 8~h lIq·
uor to such minor, e~cept on
the ordcr of II practicing pb)'§l·
clan, Is subject to the penalties
of this statute," The penalties
an": one )'ear In prbon, or
$1,000 fine, or both. This applles
to prh·at... parties in private
homes, 11'1 the Darien incident
so clearl)' brouJ::ht out.
The lqophole in the law Is
that within 50 miles there is a
state where the sale to and use
of alcohol b;r minors Is legal
• The Paulist father is iI . . . . . Furthermore, it is presenU)'
nUll in every sense of the word. He legal for a minor to buy liquor
is a man of this i1ge, cognizilnt of in New York and bring it into
Connecticut. since consumption
the needs of modem men. He is
of alcqhol by minors is not
free from stiflinc formillism, is I againSt the law in Connecticut..
pioneer in usinc contemporary However, In Connecticut, if
ways to achieve the conversion of anyone represents himself to be
100 million non· Catholic ·Amer- 21 in order to buy liquor, hili
icans. He is a missionary to his own
people - the Americiln peG9le. He
utilizes modern tethniques to ful·
fill his mission, is en.couraged to
call upon his own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal.

has perpetrated a fraud and is
subject to a S50 fine.
Lt. Stecko brought out several pertinent statIstics regard·
ing driving accidenlS involving
Intoxicated minQrS. For ex.
ample, in 1963 there were 15
fatal accidents where the driv.
er, a minor, had been drinking.
Of the fifteen dead dri\ ers, t.....o
had purchased liquor in New
York, six had bought liquor in
Connecticut., one had bought
liquor in Rhode Island, and six
had obtained their liquor from
an unknQWn source. LL Stecko
then reminded the symposiwn
of the nation's annual traffic
death rate. in which SOc;;, of the
accidents involve drivers who
have been drinking.
Provldlnr fw'ther statbt~
Mr. Swift !ltated that the a"erage ace at which most "tudents
begin to experiment \lo1th aJcollot Is thlrteeu, and that 90%
of alt college l:Itudents ha\'e experimented with all'ohol before
lell.\·lng high loChool. Ife asserted
thllt H drinking age limit or 18
or 21 Is not a contrlbutlu!:
caDst', In either wa3', to drink.
10J:' I,roblcllls, IIlffiholism, or
adolescent drinking. 1ft' feels
thllt the Unh'el'!llt), has Ihe
right nnd obllgatlun to formul·
Me drlnkln" rCl;'ulnUonll for Its
Ituden...., hilt It Is !)e)'ond tI
1('lInol'8 enpac:Jly to control or
eliminate drlnkln,;: problems.
Fr, McGrath added that the
drinking I)roblem culS across
three societies: the state, the
schoql, and the home, Part of
lhe problem of minors drinking
arises from the American atti·
tude that, "nobody's ganna tell
me nothing." Personally, he
5aid, he would like to see beer
drinking legaUy allowed in Con·
necticut at age 18; but the citizen of any cqnununit)' must
confonn to the existing laws of
the society. However, in the
case Of the University, a clear
cut stutcment regarding liquor
on campus is necessary, since
such clarification Is lacking and
the University doesn't hold to
a set polic)'.
Mr. Maher pointed uut that
from tbe paredt6' point of ,'1_',
each puent Is dealbl" ,,1tb a
person or lDdh'lduaJ or dUfcrent
background, emotions and capablUties. Tbe pa.re:Dt Is _luralIy more coocerned with his own
child's IItDatlon; and be fa,'·
ored conll1deratioll of the bull,'lduat rather thaD In terms 01
a leplated DOnn.

Debaters Score Win
At Brooklyn College

• If the vital spark of serv1ng God
through man has been ignited in
y,ou, why not pursue an-,·!nve~tiga.:
tlon of your Ute 'ss··a·prles.U The
Paulisl Fathers have developed"iri'
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God, This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most impor.
tant decision of your life, Write for
it today.
NATIONAL VOCATIONS OIR£CTOR
PAUlIST FATNERS
m WIST 5!lUt STRm
NEW VORK, N. V. 1881.

The Fairfield University Dcbate Club has begun its Spring
"$Cboo.ule with an impressive set
-ot_v.'lns in the Broo,klyn College
Debate Tournament. Held on
the weekend of March 12th and
13th, thc Brooklyn College
tournament is onc of the most
important of the eastern dcbat·
Ing tournaments, Meeting dcbaters from mo.re than fifty
other casteI'D, southern and
midwestern schools were Tom
Oligino, '65, Harry Risetto, '65,
Bob Ross, '66, and Ronald San·
tora, '66, Compiling a record of
7-5 In the four man team co,mpetition, the Fairfield debaters
plaCCfl 17th in a fleln of :l5 en-

trants. In the two man division,
Hal'l')' Risetlo and Ronald San·
tora won four of their six de·
bales, earning themselves a tie
for lhirleenth place in a field of
100 learns. At the clo:;e of the
tournament they wel'C awarded
n cel'tilicate for sup e rio r
achievement.
In coming weeks the Debate
Team, coached by Mr. Peter
BaldeUi of the English Dept.,
will compete in the Albertus
Magnus Tournament in New
Haven, and the hI.U. Invita·
tional Tournament. Tbe» are
also looking forward to radio
rlebate o:n WNYC in New York.

Dr. King felt that the poll
was valuable in acquainting the
parents with the campus situation; ho'ft'ever, he questioned the
numerical validity of the poll's
results. Speaking as a physician,
he stated that there is no dit·
ference bet.....een consuming alcohol in a 5% solution, such as
beer, and consuming liquor of
a 43% solution, such as scotch
_ the effects are the same in
terms of the amount of alcohol
consumed.

DurlDI' the dIsco!IalOD period

_ted

"'hJch fono,,-ed, Judce F1t&pat..._•.
out tho. - .. ~_
......
a pareItt eaD cn'e liquor to bis

child, the Unlnm,Uy is lIOt. 10
the p06lUOD to lepUy do 10.
The Unl"cnlty could, howe,'er,
cbaage Its restriction on the use
of aJcoboUe be!\'erages by IJuden.. age 21 aad o,-er_
Fr. McGrath called for ,·the
college statement qn liquor ...
to be rewritten, clearly and succinctly making \'alid distinctions."
In the informal gathering that
followed ttl Loyola Lounge, parenls interviewed said that, despite its brevity, the symposium
was enlightening in that it
brought Into the open a probIem th a t h as t 00 Io,ng <,oc<:n
~ ffilS.
understood.

Ir,;..---....;;..-...;,-....;,;.;;;;,...;....;.;.;...;.....;,-------.,
nt_

ONION PATCH
LEO PAQUETTE

I'------------------------...J
Buddha. I lUll awake
Jeannot Lapin sat motionless on the edge of his bed, staring
blankly at his shoe·tops, Seven )'eal"s. one hundl'ed eighty·four
days artel' his first prep-school encountel', disillusionment had
triumphed.
Suddenl)' a soft chuckle, "The hell of it is, they don't really
know, they've never known how we feel. Anyway, the ones
who've escaped, Maybe thel'C aren't many, Most of us, I guess,
are with them, despite what we say,
"But the people I've alwa)'s respected most, and they've
respected too. . the one's the3' talk and laugh and joke with,
And love and admire, and yet .. ,
"Et tu, Brute? Ita, ergo, Anathema sim."
With a quick rocking motion Jeannot got lo bili feet,
half-turned, and stretched (or the shelf. Standing with one
foot on the bed, he paged though Webster's New Collegiatc
until he found his word, The second meaning: "One likened to
a Jesuit; specif" a casuist; hence, a Cl'8fty person;"
Further down: "JESUITRY, n. Principles or practices ascribed in derogation to the Jesuits. such as the practice of mental reservation."
Four hundred and thlrly-one years later.
"How long have 1 been accustomed to selling myself? 1
thq,ught Idealism wu for the very young, not something )·ou
grow into after seeing what the world is like. How long have
I stepped forward for my little pins and prizes, and stood
silent to a"'oid bruised feelings and rebukes?
Four feet away, open and face down, lay Jeannol's textbook. Literature 140A. Anouilh. "Antigone." Upon its silent
pages the battle of Croon and Antigone still raged. Thus spake
the king;
"Won't )'ou try to understand me? I awoke one morning
and found myself king of Thebes. 11lere had to be one man who
said yes. Was that a time to weigh the pros and cons. to wonder
if I wouldn't pay too dearly later on; If I wouldn't lose my life,
or my family, or my touch with other men? With aU my logic
and all my powers of debate all I can get out of you Is that you
despise me.
"It Is easy to say no, even if It means death. To say :res,
)'ou have to s~-eat and roll up )'our sleeves and plunge both
hands into life. No Is one of )'oor man-made words. Can you
imagine a world where beasts sa)' no to hunger or propaga·
tion?"
And the princess hurls her reply.
"Beasts, Creon. What a king you could be if men were only
beasts.
"What sort of happiness do you forsee for me? What are
the unimportant sins that I shall have to commit before I can
sink my teeth into life? To whom shall I have to lie? Upo,n whom
shall I have to fawn? To whom must I sell myself?
"I loath your happiness. I refuse to be moderate! I refuse
tQ be satisfied with the bit of cake you olTer me if I promise
to be a good little girt"
Jeannot mused and chuckled again. "But the di1ference
between Antigone and me is that I think Creon can be changed,
I want to mean something, A utilitarian Antigone, Is that a
joke?"
He recalled that afternoon in the olIice, WIlS it so frightening that what others dared to think, he ventured tQ say?
"You ask me to be concrete, To tell you what to do. I've
given )'ou a three-year list of things to do, and all you answer
is that you're glad I'm keeping busy. You want me tQ say what's"
really wrong? I've just tried, If you con't take that to heart'
nothing else I can say will impress you. Neither you nor I want
me to tell you what your job Is."
A dialogue perhaps, but not a CQrlSe:nsus.
Jeannot thumbed back a few pages.
"Iconoclut, n. 1. A breaker of icons, images. 2 One who
attack~ cheri~hed beliefs a:s shams."
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Court Sessicn Picketed
By Gonzaga 5 tudents
The Student Court in an open because of tbe oJesufbl IIv1ae in before Sunday without notifying
session, heard two cases of djs. semi-monastic sUeoce at the anyone. which he claimed did
other b.a.lf of the hAIL
nQt violate the wording of the
turbing the peace. a case of sign·
Duri ng t hese cases J us u· ce handbook. H"_ did
.. admitted ...,
ing out for the weekend and reo KroU said that he ilidn't think return without notifying anyturning before Sunday and a he could render a decision be- one, but the handbook only forcase of insubordination to the cause the court was bound to bids this in order to use it as a
Dean of Resident Students and rouaw civil law in circumstances rrK!thod of returning late withhaving an unregistered guest. that were foreign to it and that out signing in. The defendant
all testimony, such as written claimed that he was in early
Decision on these cases is still complaints from Faculty, who and didn't sign in to avoid bqokpending, and a deflnition of dq not appear, seemed to be keeping confusion.
what disturbing the peace con- hearsay.
The charge in\-"Glving insuborstitutes may also be handed
Chief Justice Mergardt said dinalion to the Dean of Res!down.
that aU written complaints sent dent Students stemmed from an
8e"era.! peop'e l.u the oourt- in by the faculty, who do not incident in which two students
room carried alp. rMdill&" "Stop appear, are considered a notar- were told to stop making noise
ized form.. He did admit that at 4:00 a.m., and an unregisdbcrimlDatloa acatnst T b I r d this case seemed to involve a tered guest was found in the
Floor ~ the Selma of clash of norms as to what COIl- rqom, at which time the Dean
F'alrIeld...• These were re.ferrtnc stituted disturbance of the told the two to see him in his
to tile daar&'e that lIoHe 011 tile peace. The case came down to otflce the next day, They had
corridor" COIlddeftd dlsturblnC whqse norms to go by and Chief forgotten to do this and pleaded
tile peace doe to the pre&eDce Justice Mergardt said he would guilty to thl:! charge, after Chief
Bob Morrissey, '66 has been tenUy enjo)'ed and suffered of Jesuit. U\'lq" 011 tile hall,
certainly weigh the testimony Justice Mergardt explained the
appointed Editor-in-Chief of the from, he said it will certainly
Both cases of disturbing the of six students with that of a policy of the Court to consider
1966 Manqr by the otricers of make for an interesting Seniqr peace involved a written com- Jesuit.
ditferent de~ of insubordinaA 1b.1rd C&Ife invoh'ed clUturb_ tiqn,
the Junior Class. This .....eek he section, because the class was plaint of a Jesuit residing dQ,WIl
The unregistered. guest was
L.. conducting Interviews for edi- one of extremes, both good and the corridor, c.laiming he was Ing of the peace, wtllcb If trled
tonhips and for a photography bad, He hopes to make the book disturbed by excessIve noise the defeDdalllt cla1nted would not the guest of the person ncOnce at 2:30 a,m. nnd another put h1m In double jeopardy, cUsed, but only using the definn. Edward Schuck will he as- meaningful next year and
night at 1:45 a,m.
ha\1Dg ~ready sen'eel a campm fendant's room since his roomsistant to the editor,
twenty years from now.
Several ,tudeD'tIJ l.u adJolnlag tor the charge; and signing out mate was away for the weekThe declAlolI whether w pubPortraits for the Class of '66 rooms were called lUI wlwetI8eIJ Ifro~,_a_W..:."~k~,:n:d..:.a:n:d..:.re;,;.:t:u:rn:l:n=g...:,:nd:
..:.
,
Usb a faU or a sprlDr book has will begin immediately after and te8t1J1ed that they were not
not been made yet. and will be Easter, and he hopes that they disturbed by Ute noise. They
will be completed before flna! claimed that they should not be
decided III cooJunetion with t.he exams begin.
required to keep o\'erl)' quiet
other edno,., The PUbll8hlnC1.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;11
In order to 8tmlumle .. more detailed IDvoh'ement b)'
ftnn will ap.IlII be Bradbury,ll
fo~a1rfleld UnI\·eftllty studenlll tn maUers of NaUonai prominellce. and perhaps to INIfteIt .. tople for debates mentlOlled in toda.y·s "ue of tbe STAG, the EdItor8 ask each
Morrissey noted that there
,
,
stUlll'Dt and facurty member to 8U out the foUowmg qUe&tloa:natre and ret1Ull U to the STAG otnee _lime dw1ltc
are "III .....m.. on the atall
the Dext week. The result. 01 thIa "poU" wID be publbbed
for 5e\-'Cral photographers, and
I
In the next Issue of the STAG, Suggf:!lUODS will thell be
also positions for underclassARTHUR DEL COLLlANO
made as to the ~pUcaUOD of the ftSlllt8 III ~ sort of
men, especially present Sophoo
debate, prO\1ded that aD IDte~ted orgaabaUon adopts a
mores. He said very few underl
program &8 suggested In toda7'. edltor1aL
classmen have shown interest,
The Student Go\'emment announces the 1965 elections for
THE QUESTIONNAIRE
and there is one editorship open Student Government positions and fqr class officers.
Do )'OU feel that. the UDJted Stale. Go\·emmeat. is
to a qualified underclassman.
STUDE1\'T GOVERNMENT: Elections (or the Executive
presently pursuing the correct coone of a.ctkm III South
In the area of school support. positions of President, Vice-President. and Treasurer of the StuVietnam!
he acknowledged the fl.nancial dent Government as well as for representatives in the Student
Do you fa\·or the adrnl.toa of Red ChID. into the
dilriculUes of the present Man- Legislature.
U,JV
.•!
or, and said he hoped to obtain
Nominations must be made by March 30
Stodellls and faculty mernbenl alike are asked to anmQt'e backing than the 1965
Primary elections where ne«sS&rY on April 6
swer these two quesUons. NIUDM llleedn'" be pla«d on the
General elections will be held Qfl April 13
Manor, He would like to "break
quesUOIUIalre, HO"·e\'er. _youe who would be wIDing to
down the idea that the yearbook Representation in the Legislature will be as Collows:
inlelllgellltl;)' reseanh into these qUNtIoas and tbelll pubwill come out no matter what
Class of '66: 3 on campus, 1 o{f-eampus, 2 day students,
Uely debate the I~ "1lh IMKI\eOne of the opposItioll. is
happens. It is possible that It
and 1 At-large representative.
urged to sip ft.
won't come out If the students
Class of 'fiT: 3 on-campus, 1 oft'-eampus, 2 day students.
don't support it."
Class of '68: 3 on campus, 2 olr-eampus, 2 day students,
AcaIa the book ",til be a
and 1 At-large representative.
sebool book, "1th empbasls oa
All candidates must be free of academic deficiency. C8nditbe C'" of '66. It wlIl ha\'e dates for Student Government President must bC! a member qf
pIe~ of all clubs aDd acU\1· the class of '66, Vice-President the class of '67, Treasurer '66
u.. aad will repre.eD't the ell- or '67. They must all be Fairfield Unh'ersity students for two
tire campus lD a "'ay IIOt pic- consecutive semesters prior to e~tion,
tured In the lut 1Ie\'eateen
CLASS OFFIQER.S: Elections for class officers will
\'ears.
follows.
Nominations must be submitted by April 26.
. Possible changes in the book
mentioned were an infonnal
Primary elections will be run May 3,
faculty section, showing the
Final Class election on May 6,
faculty the way the students
Campaigns may begin as soon as nominations are closed. All
knqw them. This will eliminate candidates and their supporters are subject to University reguthe necessity of professors being latlqn of posters and to any other regulation that applies.
,
bothered for fonnal pictures.
Nomination forms are available in the Admissions Olrlce
Asked If the book should be (Canlsius), the Registrar's Otfice (Xavier), and the Student
influenced by the "I'eputation" Government Ottice (Campion). They must be returned to one
the Class of '66 has intermit- of those offices by the prescribed date to be considered.
All voters will be required to show Identl.fl.catlQJl at the polls.
Copies of the Fairfield University student Constitution al'e
LATE A~OUN(..'EMENT
available in the Sfudent Government Office,
The quality of Student Goverrunent and Class leadership
Fr. Joseph McConnick, Dicomes from elected officials, Unless dedicated, energetic, knowrector of Student Personnel, has
ledgeable students are elected to these olrkes, the quality Qf
been named Religious Superior
campus activity will decline miserably, Stuednts are urged to
of the Jesuit community of
seriously reflect upon their qualiflcatlons and consider running
Fairfield University and Fair·
for a position, Voters are especially urged to know the qualifica·
field Preparatory School. He
tions of the candidates, Do the candidates take a stand QR the
will continue In his present
key campus issues? How have the incumbent candidates voted
capacity of Director Q/ Student
and carried out their responsibilities during the past year? These
Personnel.
are the questions you must ask, for you must live with their
activity (or lack of it) for the next two semesters.
'
--====--_~:::=..::~"_'==:::..::=~~.:::~~
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THE STA&

TENSION,
An age old television commercial begins with the words,
"Tension, Tension, Tension,"
Wouldn't it be wonderful if we
could all relieve the tension that
surrounds us here at Fairfield
by taking an overdose of Anacin?
Tension, however. is an apparent. condition at Fairfield. It is
not peculiar to Fairfield in the
sense that tension surely exists
at all universities in varying degrees. What we must attempt to
determine is, how much of the
dissatisfaction on campus is due

to the presence of a greater degree of tension at Fairfield than

at most other universities in the

TENSION,

grow into, are more concerned
(and rightly so) with what can
be done DOW to improve the lot
of the University. The present
student body is interested in the
benefits it will derive from Fail'field in a year and a half, two
and a half, or three and a half.
It hears what will happen to
Fairfield, but often never sees
these plans materialize. Hence,
frustration gets a hold on the
stu den t s and administrators.
Frustration breeds tension.
Fourthly, Fairfield is sorely
in need of even a smattering of
tradition. A life·sized bronze
Stag in front of the Gymnasium,
on the lawn that separates the
two roads near the gym, might
do the tl·ick. Something, please.
At Fordham, there is the Ram.
At Manhattan, you have a walk
preserved for the exclusive use
of the Faculty and senior class.
At Yale, you have Ivy. At Fairfield we have little, save our
chimes, which give no visual reminder of what Fairfield should
mean to its students.

Matdo 24,1965

TENSION

However, by banning beer parties and the like across the state
lines, the Administration is indirctly denying the student body
an opportunity to demonstrate
its responsibility as young adults.
Students become further irked
by such a ruling in light of the
fact that the two beer p31ties
that were held directly before
this ruling was made, were orderly affairs. The student now
feels that his demonstration of
responsibility has been rewarded
by a ban rather than an encoul'agement to continue his adult
approach to such affairs. This
attitude breeds a disgust and
disappointment with their slightest attempts at maturity and indirectly leads to tension through
a d ire c t confrontation with
seemingly foolish administl'ative
directives.

country. After this has been determined we must begin to seek
out ways and means oC alleviating the tension factor on our
campus. Let's make an attempt
to point out why tension exists
Seventhly, the lack of proper
to a greater degree at Fairfield
channels of communication, both
thnn it does at other universities
in and out of the classroom, lead
throughout the nation. (Here we
to a large array of otherwise
are assuming that you grant our
avoidable situations. Inside of
presumption that tension is a
the classroom, a teacher who
serious problem).
squelches
a question or a disThe lack of tradition at FairIn the 6rat place. Fairfield is field does not so much indicate cussion or debate is choking the
u young school. As such, it has the presence of tension as it does proper channel of communi ca·
great hopes for the future and the lack of spirit. However, the tion that is afforded the student
plans galore are in store. We are presnce of a great school spirit in class conditions. Outside of
still facing many of the organ- would surely weed out a large the classroom, the problem is
more centered on the lack of
i;:ational problems that have amount of the tension.
communication rather than the
long since stopped hampering
lack of its proper channels. Stuour colleagues. As a young
Fifthly, as a Catholic institu- dents are rarely informed of
school we have a young Alumni tion, Fairfield faces an anti- what is happening on the cam·
thut is only now beginning to (Iuated attitude of many non- pus, save through a few notices
feel its oats. It too, is still largely Catholics that Catholic educa- posted in several places on campus. The information should be
in the organizational fase of its tion is necessarily relegated to a made public in such a way that
back seat by the presence of a
development.
religious atmosphere on our all will know what should be
campus. Little could be farther known.
The present student body is from the truth; yet we must conThis lack of communication
aware of the plans that. the Uni- stantly be on the defensive as to and the squelching of 0PPOI'vcrsity has for future develop- the merits of our system. Per- tunities for question and answer
ment. As such, it is continually haps a beefed up public rela- dialogues in class serves to crereminded of what Fairfield will tions drive on the changing at- ate a great deal of the tension
be someday in the not too distant mosphere of today's Catholic that exists at -our University.
futul'e. The students presently colleges would help to alleviate
1I0w then, can we alleviate
this condition and at the same
attending Fairfield per hap s time
some of the tension that seems
put
us
on
the
offensive
as
grieve that they came here too
This might be car- to hamper the present developearly in the stages of develop~ a~gressors.
ment of Fairfield?
ned
out
through
ment. Many unconsciously feel program with someanof exchange
our
non·
The ftnt preacription should
like guinea pigs who are sen,jng
Catholic brother and sister include a sizeable dose of patias a testing sample for what will schools
the area. This would ence on the part of all COI1be done in the future. This afford in
us the opportunity to ce.rned, Thj~ is not to advocate
breeds tension.
sho\\- others that we do not de- a collapse of constructive critiserve a back seat in educational cism by all involved. It is merely
Secoadly. many students com· circles.
a plea to have everyone make
plain about the lack of challenge
himself aware of the fact that
The
students
at
Fairfield
are
present in many of the courses
offered at our University. This only too aware of what auppos- things are not going to be done
lack of challenge is certainly an edly goes on in other universities overnight.
evident factor in many cases. in the nation, through cOIl\'ersaSecondly, by instilling a greatChallenge should be provided in tions with their friends in atthe classroom-intelligent chal- tendance at other institutions. So er challenge in course material
lenge-not the impossible. If it long as the student at Fairfield boredom might be considerably
is not, the students become continues to believe that he does eliminated. Challenge should not
bored and boredom also breeds occupy a back seat to others, he be presented as a professor's dewill long for the grass that ap- mand for great increases in c1asstension.
pears greener on the other side. w,ork and reading material. It
Thirdly. the expectations of This longing breeds tension.. on .. shoulc;i not be presented as a den.a~s~:_of._.$tuden.ts' ability to
the Administration, the faculty, OUr campus.
nse..to ..the· te~cher's level, but
the students, and even the resi·
Sixthly, the presence of reg- through a program of outside
dents of the area, are great.
Everyone expects great things ulations governing the actions of research and thesis-like work.
of Fairfield University. The Ad- Fairfield students tends to breed
ministration and faculty have a certain amount of tension. This . Thi~ly, by instituting some
their e)'es set on the future in is not to condemn the presence Immediate plan of action to instore for our school. This is not of regulations in any way, what· volve presently enrolled students
to deny that worthwhile changes soever. E\-en the most liberal of in a new and different academic
:tren't taking place. Yet, t?e our non-Catholic brother institu- enterprise, the Administration
students, while they ~oo are 1!1- tions demand compliance to could alleviate the feeling of
tprested in what Faufield "'111 some sort of a code of behavior. many that they are a samplinK

future developments at the
University.

fOJ"

A group of interested atudeab
might begin studying some plans
to institute a standing tradition
at Fairfield.
Fifthly, a reconsideration of
decisions such as the ban on
out of state beer parties (which
is expected, since the decision
was handed down "until further
notice"), might serve to restore
the students' confidence in their
aspirations toward responsibility.
Lastly, by making the entire
community more aware of what
students feel about the Adminis·
tration and faculty and what the
latter feel about the students,
we might certainly be taking
the proper steps to eliminate the
poor conditions of communication that exist.
. We ha\'e attempted to show
some detail why Fairfield is
a University with tension surrounding it. If the tension emin·
ated from things like an over·
burdened student body, rather
than from a tension caused by
boredom and frustration, there
would be little need for such an
article as this one. Let's hope
that someday, through the efforts of the present student body
and Administration, that everyone will be able to say. ..]
couldn't be happier at any other
university." We have the talent
among us to do such things.
III
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THE STAG

STUDENTS: ~oa?~~~~;
Recent issues of the STAG

have editorialized rather heavily
on the needs for improvement in
the Administration and among
the Faculty. WhHe the focus has
fallen upon these two groups,
the students have been somewhat pleased with STAG editorial policy, if we may go on
the assumption that a few individual comments are representative of student opinion in general.
The STAG, however, would
like to pose some interesting observations to the community and
students in particular, regarding
students at Fairfield.
Why is it that the Students are
so quick to cry apathy at the
Faculty for their lack of attendance at a Christmas party, when
only 135 students voted on three
amendments to the Student Constitution in a recent balloting?
While we are not condoning the
lack of attendance at the Christmas gathering, we are trying to
point out the fact that the students have certainly balanced
off the apathy question by their
inaction in that voting. Perhapa
th. belt wa,. for the atudenu to
b... abown their diaguat witb
the Faculty'a apathy would have
been to atarm tbe polli~ bootb,
wben tb. amendmenta were to
be voted upoa.
Why is it that trips to local
taverns seem to be more popular
on Thursday evenings than attendance at lectures presented
by the Bellarmine Series group?
Are our tastes so distorted that
we can pass up some very noteworthy speakers in order to imbibe in a few cold "tins"?
The ,tudenb uk for responaibilit,., en m . . .e. We uk ODe
serioaa queatioD and look for
.tudent .........; can a .tudent
bod,. boDestl,. demand responaibility whell it meaaurea respon-aibilit,. in tenna of th. I... im·

The best way to convince anyone of anything is to demonstrate it to them. The best way
for the students of Fairfield to
convince the Administration and
Faculty of their responsibility is
to demonstrate their responsibi1ity.
The civil rights movement in
the United States has grown
more successful in recent years
than any other movement. Why?
Because it has demonstrated its
responsibility to the people of
America by its well disciplined
program. Granted, it has had its
relapses; yet, what human movement doesn't l'
We must learn to ri.. aboYe
the eriticilma tb.t are leveled
acunat ua and disprove them.
Tbia i, not dODe b,. Thuraclay
night IOjounu to tOWD, 61th,
dining tabl.., a tea percent vote
of the atudent bod, 011 COIIItitu.
tional amendment&, booina the
coach, or by the defac:ina of
poaten aD.d aDDOUDC8I1MDb 011I
bulletin boarda. One rises above
such criticisms by taking an active part in constructing a Student Association that demands
respect through its demonslralion of responsibility and maturity.
There are mallY al'eas of reform presently open to our university. These are areas that are
deserving of criticism. However,
do we stop at criticism or do we
attempt to change present conditions by means of a well constructed plan for attack? Per·
haps we have lost sight of the
proper way to run a campaign.
We must be organized first.
Then we must plan a "modis
operandi" and finally, select a
core of leaders who will carry
our suggestions to the top. This
is the way to demonstrate responsibility and maturity. Is it
not?

LIVELY DEBATES, POR FAVOR?
In order to foster a morc intellectual atmosphere 00 the
campus and to enable students
to become more aware of literary, historic, and other topics of
interest, the STAG would like to
suggest that some organization
on campus assume the responsibility of sponsoring an occasional debate.
Such a program would, we
feel, be well received by the
student body, since it would afford an open dialogue between
two people on the opposing sides
of a contemporary question of
interest. A debate would involve
an exchange of ideas that any
student of substantial worth

would value highly.
Furthermore, debatea have the
inept ability for raiaina a few
people off their poateriora and
onto the floor of diacuaaion. By
encouraging di,cuuion and dia·
logue, debatea would aerve to
motivate many atudenb to a
deeper undentandinl of the
idea. that form the world we
inhabit,
This suggestion, we hope, will
not fall by the wayside. If it does
we will have passed up an excellent opportunity to demonstrate exactly wbat it is that the
intelligent students of Fairfield
University are looking for from
their education

Car Europe
This Summer?
Would you like to wander through Eu"'p" for TWO
exciting and educational montfls?
ALL THIS FOR UNDER $950.00
This indudes round trip air fare, English Chamel crouin9,
complete hotel accommodations indudi"9 breakfast, plus
.11 transportation cosh while in Europe.

Travel with congenial stvdenk, teachen, and professon
wi~ similar int.rem from varion schook and coDeges.
Enjoy the fun and freedom of independent travel when you
and three o....rs drive II cor under this unique prCH)ram.
For details ...... to:

MR. A. J. DELLEA
30 WiI\etf Street
Alhany, Now Yod

1_ _L_E_TI:_'ER_S_J',_'O_7:_'H._E_E_'D_'1_TO_R
__
To the Editor,
I regret to have to say that the
statements by the former Dogwood
Festival Chairmen and the President
Q1 the Junior Class as reported in the
March lOth issue of the STAG contain
serious errors of fact. These I am prepared to substantiate, as I did before
the whole Dogwood Committee, If they
insist that they be made fully public.
I regret that the Editors of the

STAG despite a lengthy interview
made no eft'ort tq check explicitly
with me my opinion as to the accuracy
of these statements, and that despite
an unsolicited promise of no "edltorializlng," printed articles that in format
and tone could not be called "objeclive" repQrting.

I regret that alter four years as
Moderator of the Junior Class and the
Dogwood Festival, during which time

my relationship with the Chainnan, the
Committee and the Junior Class ofti.
cen was always a social and financial
success, that a situation should have
arisen this year where, having ex·
hausted reasonable alternatives, I was
literally fqrced to take drastic action,
action quite contrary to my personal
inclinations and my understanding of
the restricted role a moderator should
play in student affairs.
I regret that due to this and other
not entirely unrelated incidents in the
past, the great majority of members
of the Junlqr Class have been falsely
burdened with an unfortunate Image.
I would like to propose as a positive
suggestion that might bring some good
from this wholc regrettable episode,
that an ad hoc committee be fqrmed,
comprising faculty, the otrices of the
Dean of Men and Student Personnel,
and representatives of the Student
Government, to draw up a more explicit and detailed wrirten statement
of the roles and functions of both
faculty tnQderators and student cbaiJ'..
men or presidents in relation to the
difl'ering types of student organizations
and activities on campus.
Sincerely yours,
RICHARD W. ROUSSEAU, SJ.
Moderator of the Junior Class and
the Dogwood Festival
We revet tbat
Ro....-u feels that this
cue wu Dot reported objectively.
However, wlth recard to Father's
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To

the

Editor:

Last December lst I attended the

St. Joseph's game at thelr home court
In Philadelphia. I was deeply impressed
with the spirit of the Hawks and I felt
that we shquld be able to put on a
similar show for our basketball team
on the home court. This unfortunately
did not work out as well as could be
expected, and our enthusiasm could be
termed a fallure. The question now
brought up is WHY? Here are a few
oj. the answers.
This year FalrileJd University had a
group of student cheerleaders, whose
job was to lead the cheers at each
home game and by doing so, boost the
morale of the team with the support
of the fans. We had the means to reach
our gqal but this was never fuUllJed.
No support was given to the cheerleaders, only complaints which hinted
thal we did not do our job. One must
realize that eight students cannot
make enough noise to fill the gym. 1be
cheerleaders depend upon the support
oj. the student body in attendance, and
the deficiency in our spirit showed a
lack of cooperation on behalf of the
Stags.

We clamored for a drum, and when
we received permission to use It, the
cheering suffered somewhat. It seems
that the drum made more noise than
the crowd at times! I admit that the
sealing plan presented sqrnewhat or a
problem, but this should not have been
an excuse for the lack of cheering. The
laet that ~'e are winning or losing
must not matter - we should still
show our support lor the team through·
out the entire game. If the cheerlead·
ers can do it, why can·t the students
help QUt'!' One woukl. think that most
of the students at Fairfteld lUfter tnm
acute laryngitis!
The cheerleaders do not warrant the
remarks made in the last article of
the "SPORTS DESK:' It stated that
it was debatable as to whom caused
the loss of enthusiasm the cheerleaders or the crowd. 1bere was a loss
of enthusiasm but the cheerleaden are
not to blame. The reason feu' this is
simple. How could eight men cause
this deficiency in spirit? If we lacked
enthusiasm, ~'e would have never attended the games. The crowd Is to
blame because they did not respond to
the cheers that were called by the
cheerleaders. If we are proud of our
team then we should show it by QUr
spirit at the games.
BOB ROLLAUER
Co-Captaln 01 the Cheerleaders
To the Editor.
I realize that the seemingly contra·
dietory statements in my previous let·
ter to the EdItor and in the Bridge·
port Area Club's response to It ha...' e
caused SQD'Ie confusion, but I can do
no retracting nor refuting until the
Student Government has completed its
investigation of the matter.
Sincerely,
THOMAS SCHLUETER, 66
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THE STAG

MUS I C •

• •

Although music has become
an integral part of American
society. very Uttle attention has
been paid to it as an art. Its
study has been neglected on
both the high school and college level, and as a result. there
is a lack of interest in its persuit Qll the part of the general
public. What this series of articles will attempt to do is to
put forward a number of Interesting facts about music, in the
hope of serving as a catalyst
toward more intensive interest.
Perhaps you have a general
idea of the history and development of music, but it is doubtful
whether the mechanics of com·
position are widely known. Yet,
they shQuld be, if we are to be
able to appreciate and criticize
particular compositions. No one
would think of cQDUllenting on
a book or play before he understood the basics of Enlgish
grammar and style. but he does
not hesitate to criticize music

without a similar background.
An explanation of music's
beginnings would be dull and
uninteresting because the first
of music's three elements,
rhythm, was the only one
present. There are no records
of the most primitive fQMIlS
of music. but we can well im·
aginc early man beating a
stick against a log and being
pleased at the sound it made.
In fact, little is known of
music until the Grcgorian chant
came into full swing during the
Dark ages. This long period of
donnancy has been ascribed to
the slow attunement of the
human ear tQ defined music.
Even the Greek and Roman
cultures did not include music
as a particularly important
part of their cultUl'C, because
few sounds were pleasing to
their ears.
Gregorian Chant. or plain·
song, is the liturgical chant of
the Catholic Church. These
chants were named after Pope
Gregory I. who arranged and

codified them in the late sixth
century. The music was purely
melodic. with free rhythm.
avqiding the set musical beat
pattern. The only rhythm existed in the emphasis of certain
notes to give sense to the words.
Obviously, the Church was not
looking for music to dance to,
but for an expression of wQl'ship.
Actually. if the Catholic
Church had not acted as the
only surviving institution for
the preservation of civilization,
thc West would probably now
be singing Asian music. That's
a far cry from the Beatles.
It might be interesting to
keep this in mind the next time
Kumbya is sung at Mass. and
tQ reflect for a moment on its
predecessor, both in history and
in chapel. the Gregorian chants.
ED. NOTE: Mis9 PRimer is a
student a:t The Hartt Scbool of
MUlde. We thank ber for gracl·
ollllly consenting to do this
series of articles.

GLEE CLUB AT KLEIN:
PREVIEW OF CONCERT
By ,Jack BrigglI

You have taken your seat on
the aisle. and as yotl wait you
look ovel' your program. Immediately you recognize some of
the numbers; Hello Do,lly, My
Fail' Lady, Autumn Leaves,
Granada, and Dry Bones. You
remark how well balanced the
selections are with music by
Deb u s s y, Rachmaninol't' and
Lerner and Loewe. The musical
taste of everyone has been included.
Within the program you find
some facts of the Glee Club's
past history. Under the talented
and able hands of Simon Harak
and the prQtective eye of Fa·

ther John P. Murray. S.J., the
club has swelled from a choral
group of forty voices to an ensemble of seventy in the past
seventeen years. These years
have been crowded with concerts from Boston to Washing·
lon, inter-co,llegiate competitions, and local appearances by
the barbershop quartet, the
Bensonians. and the campus
Minslrels, a group of twelve
which add the touch of comic.
Innumerable hours of practice
and long bus rides have accumulated over these years, but
the deep satisfaction both given
and received makes them slight.
Of all the co,ncerts given, the
most important is the Klein

One Small
Frllflk J. Cunninghnm

FROM A BEAT TO THE BEATLES
By Eliz&betb L. Palmer

March 24, 1965

"We are the hallow men, we are the stuffed men ...n

I am disturbed by many things that have or have
not occurred on campus in the preceeding two weeks.
I am disturbed greatly by the attitude of the Bridgeport Area Club. 1t seems to me that no organization
can be so sure of itself, so complacent in its position,
that it need not be concerned with its image. The

answer to Mr. Schleuter's letter was far from a stroke
of genius. It served only two purposes, neither of
them laudable. It clarified nothing, and its vague generalities served only to create a smoke screen in an
already foggy situation. But more disturbing than this,
its air of godly righteousness and its threats and demands thrown at both the STAG and Mr. Schlueter
could serve only to alienate a large majority of the
student body. 1 feel the B.A.K. should do what 1 have
been recently advised to do, and "look before it
leaps."
I am also disturbed by the ail' of rebellion that
has permeated Fairfield of late. I could hardly call
rebellion a bad thing, but the student body and the
faculty should be reminded that rebellion and demon·
strations are only a last resort.. They are to be used
only in situations where arbitration and communication have proven useless. Quiet, aane, and aenaible dis·
cuaaion often accompliahea more than dramatic dia·
playa of disapproval. The Administration is not going
to knuckle under to the demanda of a small group of
students and faculty, but there is a good pouibility
that it will be willing to bend with the breeze of poeitive auggeationa.

But there is a much more disturbing factor pres·
ent here than either of the above. There is an attitude
present which cannot be overlooked, and which must
Memorial because it Is here be corrected if we are to claim with any degree of
that the close friends of the honesty that we are an educational institution. ] am
speaking of the lack of intellectual motivation on
Glee Club assemble.
Slowly the houselights dim, campus.
As I look back on my years here I cannot recall
the curtain rises, and before you
stand seventy young men. Here a single incident where the intellectual achievements
you see the greatest publicity of a student ever received a substantial degree of at·
tention. ] cannot remember the student body ever beteam of Fairfl.eld. In their tux- coming excited about a new thought or a new style or
edos and red sashes they pre- a new idea. I cannot remember serious attention being
sent the picture worth more paid to Edward Albee, or E. E. Cummings, or Teilhard
than a thousand wQrds. Now de Chardin. 1 cannot remember debates between
you understand why so many teachers with divergent opinions on topics of impor·
tance ever being scheduled, and even if they had been
people have been deeply im- arranged, 1 question whether the student body would
pressed with Fairfield.
have been represented in any greater majority than it
Mr. Harak stands on lhe t·os- is at the Bellarmine lectures.
trum. his hands raised. All is
Thia aituation is deplorable. We have failed to a
ready and you think to yourself, "so glad I came." - Klein very large extent to create an intellectual atmO&phere
at our university. We have failed to stimulate the
Memorial, April 9. 8:30 p.m.
etudent in' academic pursuita. We have failed to recognize the intellectual lU a prominent campua figure.
And in doing this, have we not perhaps failed as a
university?
But what is to be done? Are we to sit back and
agree, and then take no positive action? 01' are there
certhin 'steps that can and must be taken to correct
t.his situation?
1 would like to make a few suggestions. 1 undersland that at least one teacher has organized an in·
[ormal discussion group, which meets and discusses
questions of intellectual importance. This action is
good, and should be followed up by other groups and
other teachers. The absence of an organ for student
expression of original ideas should be cOlTected. Since
New Frontiers on the whole has not filled this need,
perhaps another publication should be initiated. (I
understand serious thought is being given to this idea
by certain students, and 1 anxiously await its out·
come). I wonder whether students cannot be used
morc actively in the classroom, and whether certain
qualified indiv.iduals cannot be called upon to lecture
in class. I wonder whether we cannot recognize exceptional term papers, and either institute a reference
Ole of such papers, or make them available to the
university through our printer.

Thele and similar stepa muat be taken. Fairfield
....
1 I will remain a second rate school for as long as it fails
Olllcer8 of the Fairfield Unh'erslty Glee Clu~: Seated: Armand A. Baamajian, '65, Trea8to recognize the intellectual, and give him recognition.
IIrer, Standlng • I to r: Reverend John P. MU1'ray. S.J., Facult)· Advisor, Mr. Simon Barak,
It will remain second rate for as long as it fail. to proDirector, Michael E. Gannon, '65, Sccret/ify, John R. Briggs, '65, Executive Secretary, Richvide stimulation in scholarly pursuits. It will be a
llrd D. Murphy. '66, Vice Pre8ldeDt~ Frederick H. Lorensen, '65 PrealdeDt.
shame if it remains second rate for long.
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BOOKS • • •
A Thing Of Beauty
Another Country
b)' dame~ BaJdwln
Dell Publl5hlng Co., J96S

It is very rarely that one
comes upon a writer whose
style is overwhelming. whose
choice of words is perfect, and
whose images are fresh and
\·ivid. We seem, on the whole,
to have sacrificed the beauty Qf
the English language in an
overly enthusiastic quest for
realism. But James Baldwin is
not guilty of such sacrifice.
Regardless of what may be
said about his thought content
or his choice of material, his
use of words is a work Qf flawless beauty.
In a very real sense Mr. Baldwin has written about another
country. He has set his story
in Harlem and Greenwich Village, and has picked for his
character.> musicians, unpublished writer.>, and homosexuals.
The plot he wea\'es around this
unusual conglameratlon of characters is unquestiQrlably realistic, and he has carefully
avoided the obvious temptation
to exploit the story for its sensationalism.
In Another Country the author is dealing in a very real
way with two problcms, two
drastic problems, that exist in
Amcrlca. They are the race
pl'Qblem and homosexuality. But
u n I ike many contemporary
writers, he is not leveling accusations. As he himself has
said, he is not trying to deter-

mine guilt, because it is too
late for that. What he is doing
is pl'csenting the situation as it
exists, holding it up for study
and observatiO]\, and allowing
the reader to form his own
opinions.
Mr. Baldwin has been criticized heavily for his treatment
of homosexuality, particularly
in thi" book, where it is presented in a favorable light. But
I question whether such criticism is entirely valid. This is a
problem which touches America
deeply, and the thoughtful presentation of a capable writer
such as Baldwin has definite
merit. An insight into the mind
of a man "condemnro to men"
is as valuable as an insight into
the minds of men "condemned
to women".
1 have often wondered whether a thing has to be pretty in
order to be beautiful. I feel
that Another Cowilry demonstrates that it does not. There
is deep beauty in this book, although it is far from pretl)'.
The dignity of man, struggling
against his situation and his
own desires, is perhaps the
thing of highest beauty.
Allhough Another Country
cannot be recommended. Indiscriminately, I feel that It
should be read by the thoughtful and perceptive reader. It
may well be QIle of the classk:s
of American literature.
F. d. C.

Unanswered Questions
K&erkeeaanf, Hekleeger, Buber,
Borth, CoOler, J962
B)' dame5 Brown
James Brown has selected a
single standpoint from which
to examine the thinking of
four existentialists; Kierkeguard, Heidegger, Bubel' and
Barth. In a serie5 of studies to
determine the place of the Subject - Object relation and the
antithesis of subjective and objective in sqme representative
and influential theological
thinking, he realistically de\'elops the problems of the last
hundred years.
At the very least, he throws
light upon a wide varlcty of
terminological usage, and is in
position lQ reinforce the well
known warning against the supposition that words, even technical terms in philosophy and
theology, must always mean
the same thing for different
thinkers and writers. He begins
by pointing out that the terminology o.f Subject and Object in
its modern usage derives from
the Kantian epistemology.
He does not claim to be able
to give a full view of the question in modern theology, but
in his capacity, he does present
it in its prqper perspective so
that It 'may be examined.. The
problem is rather simple. The
variations of thought that have
arisen in latter-day theology are
not calculated confusion. They
are inevitable results of varying
presuppositions and approaches
in di1ferent and di1ferlng the0logians.
Througho.ut the symposium.

"une IUtcbe and Pat Keen are pictured ben! In a scene (rom "A IllDd 01 Lovtnc". The A1m
wAh be sbo"'D here tbis TueMIay .. part 01 the 00dte1DpOl'aQ' 0IDema Ooane.

"A Kind Of Loving";
Friday Night's Flick
A KIND OF WVING: On
Friday, March 2£, at 7:30 p.m.
in Gonzaga, the Contempol'ary
Cinema SCries sponsored by the
Department of Adult Education
will screen the film A Kind of
Lo\1ng, directed by John Schlesinger and starring Alan Bates,
June Ritchie and Pat Keen. Pic·
lured above are, left to right,
June RitclUe and Pat Keen.
Rev. John McLaughlin, S.J., 01-

l'ectOI' of Communications, wiil
introduce the film. After the
screening, Professor Gordon 01
Renzo of the Department of .s0ciology and Rev. John C. Cullen,
S.J" of the Department of Philosophy will discuss Personality
Development in the light of the

girl who is socially a cult above
him. He becomes a tamed rebel
in the world of inarticulate ambition and frustrated tenderness. It depicts, with documentary realism, the world of the
job, the olfice party, the evening out at the pictures, and
the contemporary sense of nag6lm.
ging cIlsa:fIteIIL
The film is about a working_
AdmJssjon 50 cents for stuclass young man married to a dents; $1.50 for non-students.

as it may seem. Brown maintains a Christian standpoint. It
is evident that he does not
agree with lhose whom he is
discussing,
but nevertheless
maintains a respect for their
thoughts. It is quite evident
that he is not trying to seU
a point. It is only by presenting
the situation that it can be
examined.
There is a constant theme
running throughQ,ut the discourse to. justify his position and
that of other phHosophers in
this question. That Is, only
philosophy can and must yield
a meaning, even where it talks
about being. Like science, it
too is a project, a perspective,
an Ideal construction of existence: that inexhaustible resevoir of meaning.
In chapter 7 on "Summary
and Conclusion," the author
poses some unique questions,
and presents a very detailed
analySis In answer to them,
while constantly refering to. the
previous discussions in the book.
Is the existentialist emphasis
an assistance towards understanding the nature of Christian truth'! How far does Christian Theology conceive that, in
fact, the Subject makes the
Object'!
The answer to these can only
be given to yo.u in total context. Let me just echo the comment made by The Anglican
Theological Review for any of
you who are interested in hearing: some suggested answers;
"The book is immensely readable,"
Olaude N. Frecbette

INTERMITTENT TRUTH
Shanb or S~lUle by Robert
SheckJey - Bantam Book, published 1962
Infinite space, flotsam and
jetsam, and the lonely travelers
of an advanced civilization gives
Mr. Sheckley a terra-firma

basis for this science fiction
novel. He presents a log of
way-out travels along starstudded routes In the sky. But
his people, his characters, retain
their very human heritage, and
have to cope with love, fear
and hope in times and places
boarderlng the furthest frontiers of humanity. As Jules
Verne once did, he makes the
implausible plausible with the
future as the next spellbinding
moment, loaded with knowledge
for man to grasp. In this electrlfying emptiness he places
real people and puts the reader
Qll the edge of his seat by sharing in their unreal problems.
The book is a collection of
eleven short stories that make
suspenseful, exciting reading.
Mr. Sheckley's philOSOphy, that
people will always be the same
In spite of new environments,
solidifies a thin-air civilization.
For example, In AloDe at Last
a man confronts his robot with
solitude as the witness in a
society based. on belonging and
participation. What happens
seems to verify the truth that
no man is an island.
Sheckley's style weaves a web
of glittering contrasts-ordinary,
very real tq complex. techno-

logical and unreal. His themes
fit this style well while his v0cabulary in an advanced era
ftll the gap needed for the correct, exciting effect. His unreal
topics are presented with abounding detail of rich tastes,

smells, and sounds all of which
put them In a very context.
Thus, these flashing, IDtennlt-teat trutbs magnUy their 0\\'11
COIIWts to p'e au abWtdaat
pOe or sp&ee's plden shard..
Walter Blogoslawskl
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I fuel that t.hiI symposium
was an cxtremely wQrthwhlle
endeavor of the Student GovernmenL Many
students mentioned that they
were disappointed in the
faet that this
symposium failed to accomplish
any specific purpose and failed
to arrive at any posltlvc solution or measures fqr alleviating
the problcm. I personally feel
that these people had a misconception of the purpose: of the
symposium. As stated. the symposium was held in order to in(orm parents, and others whQ.
may be unaware, that there is
a serious discrepancy between
what the rules are supposed to
be and what. in (act, they are!
While I personally feel that
these rules should not only be
revised but in some cases eliminated, I did not expect such
action to come out of this first
meeting Q,f all the im'olved parties. I do feel. however, that
this was a GOOD and NECESSARV initial attempt to bring
thc situation to the foreground;
and I would hope that this attempt would lead to an intelligent review of the rules and
regulations which should or

are attempting to inculcate with the problem and its remedies.
the ability to ". . . think. Ftnally, I bope that .. abnllar
judge. and act constantly and dbeUlJldoa could be arranpd beconsistently in accordance with tween UIe AdmlnlstraUoD and
RIGHT REASON . . ."
the studeau in wbk:h grkwFrank Chrl tollel, '61
ances could be aired and &oluUOO1I soupt. The ultimate decision
rests with the AdministraTh6 most Important facts ""
tablblhed by the Iiquqr sympo- tion, but it is our right and
sium were merely implied; that duty tQ seek improvements
when and where possible.
is that the fac".melt Gri&wold. '66
ulty and student
body can be mature in dealing
In an o,·eraJ.l ,'lew, the sym·
with a serious
pos.ium was significant in that
problem, honest
it was an opponunity for studifferences can
dents. adminisbe publicly dis·
tration and parcussed. and collegians can ef- ents as well to
fectively communicate with the CQI"Ivene and disolder generation. In regard to cuss a mutual
the l>articular problcm of drink- problem, namcing, however. the symposium Iy: liquor and
established both the causes and students. AI.
results of the "rise" in alcoh(tl. though contrasting views were
and the "abuse" of alcohol; but brought up. [ found the symit left many questions unan· posium too brief; at the point
swered in the minds of the stu- at which the speakers were get·
dents present It is now up to ting to the depth of the problem
the student-faculty community It seemed that Ihe discussion
to seek a solution. Initially, the was cut ot!'. In discussing the
qualitative status of the drink- liquQr problem, the student parIng problem (use and abuse) on ticipant and moderator are to
the campus must be clearly de- be commended for keeping the
lineated. Then, since this is discussion on the right track
"Qur" community. I think there when it seemed 10 be going otT
on speaker's tangents.
All In 11.11, though the "ym_
p&.!Ilum oaly lM'ratched the 8urface of the Uquor problem on
CUDpwJ, it has set a good trend
for other such dialogues and
faculty-student discussions.
Tom Brown". '67
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One of the
aspects of this

more IllIportu.n"t
symposium was
that it started an examination
of a problem
that exists on
campus. As any
other problem,
it should be con·
sidered carefully before attempting any
PQSsible solution. As brought
out by the panelisl.s, the Idea
of liquor on campus has many
ramifications. University officials. parents. and studcnts
must be made aware of all the
possibilities that can arise (rom
such a situation whether good
or bad.
The symposium was also significant because It appeared as
:t "first" for the University co.m.
munity in that it shows us seeking the solution of our own
problem without letting a court
in Darien to do it for us. Perhaps our answer 10 the problem
might nQ.t be adequate or perhaps the originality which accompanied the birth of this
symposium will carry over into
the solution of the problem it
presented. Perhaps? ._
Jack Kelly, '67
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As an Inltlal step. I think the
symposium was an excellent
move. Howevcr,
ror anything
conclusive to be
settled, I feci
that we must
have se vel' a I
mo.re of these
discussions.
Arnold L. Lettieri, "r.

This column will attempt to present news not as
it has appeared on page one of any newspaper, but
as it relates to past events and future trends. In this
way, it is hoped that the reader will gain an overall
view of news as it evolves.
VIET NAM - U,S. forces were further bolstered
this week by the addition of two Marine batallions to
guard OUI' air base at. Panang, t.he principle starting
point of current air raids on North Viet Nam. This
represents a change in policy from the use of U.S.
ground forces as "advisors", to one of using our
forces as actual fighting troops. However, this stepped
up military aid may have come too late to ward off
a major conflict. The State Department seems to be
fmally coming out of its nebula of policy about Viet
Nam - a policy that has had us stumbling around
Viet Nam since we first sent advisors there in 1955.

U.S. NEGLECT IN SOUTH EAST ASIA - For
yeal'S we have neglected South East Asia while concentrating on the situation in Berlin and the rest of
Eastern Europe Communist aggression has met with
only half hearted resistance in its taking over of Tibet,
most of Laos, and now large areas of South Viet Nam.
U.S. DETERRENTS NOW - The U.S. is now
depending on air raids. to impress the Communists,
with no real defensive structure to cover aggression
in all of South East Asia. There is no formal alliance,
and it is such a defense that the Communists would
seemingly respect. The archaic South East Asia Treaty
Organization is now nonexistent.
IN THE FUTURE - Perhaps faced by the same
force that softened the Russians in Eastern Eurpoe.
the Chinese Communists would reconsider their present policy of ever growing aggression. Such a force
could also stop the growing conflict between Indonesia
and the Malaysian Republic before it escalates further. The U.S. mwt take an overall reexamination of
our goals and actions in Viet Nam. We entered Viet
Nam to help a struggling country uphold its democracy; but, as it has turned out, there has never been
a democracy there. There is only a military state.
Furthermore. the Vietnamese must be shown that this
is not a conflict between the U.S. and China. One of
the major reasons for the war's miscarriage up until
now has been the apathy on the part of the Vietnamese. They do not identify what little freedom they
have with the outcome of the war. 1f war in Viet Nam
is simply for military or tactical gain. with no regard
for setting up a democratic process, then we have no
right to be there.
NEW HAVEN - Students of Yale have been
protesting the denial of tenure to Richard J. Bernstein, a young philosophy teacher, by the Philosophy
Tenure Committee. The reason for the denial was
given as the few books, two, that Brnstein had published while at Yale. Conditions for tenure include
not only being a stimulating educator, but writing
several books and articles of distinguished value. The
students main complaint is that although Mr. Bernstein has only published two books, his ability as an
educator is superior. "After all" read a picket sign,
"Homer was only a two book man". They claimed
that Yale would lose a remarkable man, and called
for a review of tenure policy. The Tenure Committee
came back with a policy set down in October that
the educator must be creative as well as inspiring, and
Mr. Bernstein's works had been "uniformally unoriginal" and "distinctly undistinguished". The problem's greater scope asks what the purpose of a professor is; to serve the students or act in th interests of
the school's public relations. A similar situation is one
in which the professor crams the students, yet gives
no insight into the dimension of the educational
process. Finally it must be realized that a teacher who
busies himself with journals and publishing, can only
do so at the expense of his students.
JAMAICA, N.Y. On the sectarian side of
things, St. John's University was the scene of a stu•
dent demonstration last week protesting restraints
on academic freedom. Some five hundred studnts
cheered William Graves, an honors philosophy student who demanded "the right to establish Young
Republican" and "Young Democrat" clubs and socialist or right wing YAF groups too. Graves also
demanded permission to have controversial political
speakers address the students. He further protested
the paternalistic attitude of the administration - its
lack of deference to a mature student body.
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" A Weekend With Christ"
WE BELIEVE . . .
In what or In whom do we believe'! Well, as a University
we believe in a number of things: and they are contained in what
is known as "The Credo of Fairfield University." This document
may be found In Ute CatalQgUe, it Is the flrst thing to meet the
e)'eS of the reader. How man)' of us have ever read it or given
it some thought? Fortunately for us all the Student Government
has done both, and soon we will be acquainted \1oith the results
of its consideratiqn.
I think more than a few will agree that the present Credo
is Inadequate as it stands. One reading reveals Utat everything
said is good and just fine, but something is lacking. For one thing
it is too defensive in tone. There is a distinction between an
apalogia and a creed, but our credo fails tq make that distinction. It seems to rely on the attacks of various modem-world
dangers for its existence, and in Utis sense it is defensh·e. We
appear to be sitting around campus awaiting the on-rush of the
". . . 'isms' of ever)' sort (which) 5C(!k to ensnare youth by
spacious argumentation, . ,". Really, we are not the ''MinuteMen"; and our credo should not be principles wiUt which we ann
ourselves in order to fend ofT the enemy, The attack should
originate with us, but that docs not mean we step QUt with a
chip on our shoulders: "It Is the universities which should supply
the antidote of truth, and many of them are unwilling or unable
to fulfill their responsibilit)' , . , Fairfield University refuses
to subscribe , . . ".
The Credo displays no initiative, it is reactiO)1aJ")', I would
think many young people reading it today might be insulted by
the atmosphere of catechetical sermonizing that it carries. Instead of stepping out and stat.lng what we believe as the foundation for the kind of University we are, lhr- Credo opens by
taking Issue with sQmethlng else and concludes with a Jllliny of
"We believes:' What is said might almost be said of any Institution, educational or not because it conveys no idea of what
Falrfield University as an individual community of higher education believes in,
So, our Credo is defensive, dogmatic and nQt reaHy applicable to us as a University. There Is no spirit, little eagerness to
challenge as well as meet the challenge, In general we might
say that It Is a beautiful cUche, What can be done about It?
That question has already been taken up by the Student
Government, as 1 mentioned earlier. It has passed out to various
students, faculty and members of the AdministratiQ1l a mim~
graphed copy of the "Proposed Credo of Fairfield University:'
There may be ditrerences of opinion as to the excellenCt! of their
achievement, but the men of the Student Government who are
involved in this prqjcct have given someUting badly needed. The
proposed Credo says something, and it says it about an individual
and particular institution in a manner that is not only palatable
but also intelligent. I cannot quote the entire statement but one
paragraph will show what I mean: "Believing that man is
elevated to a supernatural destiny, Fairfield University engages
with confidence in all aspiratiQnS of the human spirit. We recognize the need and the intrinsic value of any properly human
endea,-'Or, and seek to atrirm our faith in God. by a continuing
search for deeper meaning in the personal and communal life
of man:'
Now, Utat is a true statement of belief: and for it the Student Government shQuld have the support of students, faculty
and Administration,

Campus ColorinCJ Book
By M. Jude Pino

ED. NOTE - Olll the week.
end of Feb~ry Il-Il. John P.
Frac......l. '66, 1.'bomM S.
Scopp, 'M, Keaaetb I. Stadel'UlJ,
'88 and Bart FnDey. '67, ~
tended "Cunlllo-retrM.t" at tbe
MarykaoU 8emIaar)'. 0MIabIc.
N.Y. Tbe toUowlDr article .u
written by Utem ta eoaJuactloD
with FI'. IobD McI..a.urhIID. 8...1..
to explalD the "CunlIlo-ret.real"
aDd ItII a.h_!a«fllI over tbe
tndltioDal clOMlll retreat.

The "Olrsillo-retreat" (also
called A Weekend with CbJist)
attempts to inCOlllOrate some of
the dynamics of the authentic
cursil1o. A cursiUo (pronounced
kur-see-yo) lasts one day Iqnger than the Weekend with
Christ and is a more intense
experience. It has been called

Oolor It locked , . ,

to say that the cursillo-retreat
did not have silence. It did But
In carefully selected segments.
These were fruitful precisely because of the dlscussiQnS and
group dynamics that had preceded and followed."
At the closing session on Sunday afternoon, each of the participating students had Ute opportunity tQ voice his opinion
to the group on the personal
impressions he had gained during the Weekend with Christ.
"This sharing the other person's experience helped to sharpen my own insights," said Bart
Franey. "It made me aware of
the change that had taken
place."

purest contemporary experience in Christian affiliation.
The Maryknoll
seminarians
have shortened it and intethe

grated it into a retreat struc·
t .....

The group dynamic is the

engine or the cursillo's unique
power. It can be clearly seen
In operation in the discussi(\ll
groups after each talk. The
elicited parlicipaUon in these
discussions is for many the
ftrst opportunity to share publicly one's own thinking abqut
religion, lite, goals, commitment
to Christ and contemporary
problems. From the psYCholQgist's point of view, the principles at work in the eursillo and, in a modified way, in Ute
cursillo-retreat are fundamentally the same heahhy ones
as those of the grad school
seminar, Ute AA meeting. a
trustees conference in the board
rqorn, the marriage counseling
agency, the family council. It
is a question of the dynamics
of atliliatlon.
"The cUI-siUo-l"etreat is a
tuming out.....ard of your person:' Ken Studerus says of this
experience. "The traditional re-

I, Now that graduation's getting

close, have you given any
thought to the kind of work
you'd like to do?

i. 1 might have suspected.
I'll probably grow
• bOanI.

I want to wod: for
The Good of Mankind.

Dogwood ...
4, What do you expect to earn?

S.ls it required?
Continued 'row PAGE 1

It~, And III certainly
need a pair of sandals.

AU I ask is the satisfaction of knowing
1'11'I helping to Build
• Better World.

est price for a Dogwood Festival yet. Prom tickets will be
$7 wiUt the package deal, and
$8 without it, Also, ""rith the
first 150 package deals a free
chance on the Radio Club raffle
will be otrered.
Girls will be aJlQwed to stay
in the dorms on a first come
first sen.-cd basis.
Saturday's schedule begins
with a picnic at Sherwood Island from 1-5, featuring a rugby
game which will be played at
the Island.
Saturday nighl wUI feature a
Surf Party at the Surf Club in
}o~ah'f\eld, This is the second
6, You don't need them in
year Utis is a part of the Dog- 5. I'll be doing much the same
thing.
I've also lined up
Equitable's devclopment
wood and was a tremendous
• jOD that aHects society in
program. All )'ou need is
success last year. Two bands
a positive way, And if 1 do
an appetite for challenge
will provide continuous music
good, 111 move up, and my
and responsibility, and
until 12, Que ot them being the
decisions will he even morc
the des.lre to do the best
Important iD the scheme of things.
Jazz Masters, who have played
possible job. The pay is
tops.too.
at PJ's on Long··Island.
But where's your beard? .
The usual. Sunday -rooniing
'.' 'You know, I'm afraid a
What about sandu1s?
Communion 'Brca.krilsLhQ.~~n
, beard·would itch--<:ould
done away With, and an''Outside
you get me an interview
with Equitable?
Mass will be orrere<!. instead,

GRASMERE PHARMACY
80 Post Road
Thill Is a campllIl ele,-'ator

treat tends to focus too much
Qn himself. ignoring or at least
minimizing Ute social dynamics
of Christian living. The ordinary
retreats that I have made in
the past have been too individualistic. Ute orinetation has
been too insular, and the person
tends to feel isolated rather
than involved with his fellow
man. In the light of the cursillo-retreat experience, t h i a
strikes me as anti-Christian.
"The Q\'eremphasis on silence
in the traditional retreat Btee~
ens the Isolation of the Individual participants. Some retreat
directors e,-'Cn foolishly index
the spiritual fruitfulness of a
retreat exclusively in terms of
how silence is kept. This is not

cor, Gr.unere Ave.
w. h.". ,our f_.....It_
hMlttI ... ppl~

,.-!fA-

For complete infom13lion about career opportunities at Equitable, see
your Placement Officer, or write 10 Edward D. McDougal, Manager,
Manpower Development Division,

The EQuITABlE Ufe Assur.nce Society of the United States
~ 0lIi0e: 12&5 Ave. of lhc

Amoorical. N_ York, N. Y. 10019
An Equol Opportunlltl E"."..,
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Londregan IsVictor;
O.T.'s Cleary 56-54

With the closing of a successful basketball seaBy Paul Hupe.
son, Stag patrons are already looking ahead to the
'65-'66 slate.
On Friday, March 12. TOOl
Londrcgan's team beat Jim
Bigger and better teams will be replacing opCleary in overtime, 56-54, to
ponents which were victory-marks for the Stags, as
win the 1965 Intramural BasFordham, Seton Hall, and Iona will give way to perenketball championship.
nial powerhouses in the likes of Vil1anova, Niagara,
The game lOoked like a rq;np
for Cleat'}' and his mates with
and Duquesne. (One point worth mentioning - the
the half-time score being 29-13
scheduling of these three latter teams is as yet unofIn their favor. This bulge was
ficial, although negotiations have also begun with
due to a very cold Londregan
Xavier of Ohio, St. Francis of Loretto, and American
tcam which couldn't cootain the
strong rebounding of Paul Kem~
University of D. C.)
ezis and the play making and
Along with the scheduling of these games, a seatshooting of captain Jim Cleary.
ing problem is foreseeable, as 1,500 seats seem hardly
At qne time the margin was
,,0
enough to meet the demands of the slate. One answer
18 points in favor of Cleary's
proposed to alleviate this shortage would be to house
t~
Frosh·Soph team.
some of the bigger games at New Haven Arena, which
\
In thc second half howe\·er.
seats a very spacious 6,000. But one game before
Londregan's
tearn began to
tt/
6,000 seats is not very practical (not to mention the
whittle away at Cleary's lead,
economics) ; but, however, if a doubleheader were to
primarily duc to the phenomenbe arranged - say, in conjunction with another area
al outside shooting of Kevin
state school, U-Conn or Yale - then the Arena would
Fitzpatrick, who CQJlSistentl)'
be ideal both in seating and location.
dumped in shots from twentyfive and thirty feel Tom Wilkos
This is precisely what Director of Athletics
set up Fitzpatrick with his exGeorge B. Bisacca has been attempting for the past
ccUcnt rebounding and playthree seasons. Both U~Conn and Yale have been looked
making, With a minute left in
upon as possible court opponents, and both schools
the game, Kemezls and Cleary
have been formally asked, only to reply that "previ.
fouled out, and this was deous commitments" in their respective leagues force
cidedly a factor In the final outthem to decline the request. The Huskies of U-Conn
come of the game, With Lond.resurely have committments in the Yankee Conference,
gan trailing by one. Bill Mebut why was American U. added to their schedule this
Namnrn sank a foul shot with
past season - a team they defeated by 40 and from
lhree seCQnds of regulation time
as far as Washington, D.C. Why have a team travel
UCONN
remaining to send the game
300 miles and sink them in a 40 point drubbing in the
Into overtime.
wooded wilds of Storrs, if one could have a top-notch
Junior-Senior captain Londrebasketball game at the Arena, pitting two keen state
gan, who played only a minutc
rivals against each other before a good-size crowd?
and a hair during regulation
This would do wonders for the state's basketball protime. entered during o\'ertbne
gram.
and after being fouled, sank an
As it stands at the present time, Fairfield has an
alTl8.7.ing four foul shots within
All American
('ven chance to topple the highly-touted Huskies _ a These are the final standings
only three seconds time, icing
feat, if accomplished, could prove embarrassing to the ol New Eq1and teams and the 2nd Team
the game fQr his team.
NCAA squad. If, however, Fairfield drew a NIT bid AU New England Five.
G-Schellhase, Purdue
Cleary and Kemezis had 12
and then met V-Conn, although the odds would reNew EDclaad Tops
points each for the losers, while
G-Goodrich, U.CL.A.
main the same, the results would be beneficial to both~· Providence
C-Buntin, Michigan
Trantulo and Caruso chipPed in
schools - if U-Conn should win, for topping a tour- . Connecticut
with 11 points each. For the
F---Cunningham. N. carolina
lIey team; if the Stags should gain the upper hand, ~ B.C.
winners. Fitzpatrick was high
F-Thoren. Illinois
for knocking oft' the state's "best."
5. ~~Cross
with 26 points while Sean Lavin
3m Team
G-Walker, Providence
had 10 points,
Mr. Bisacca has had to go out~of~state to U-Mass,
New Eaclaad' Betit
G-Brody,
Dlinois
As a final reminder, today Is
another Yankee Conference contender. for a possible G-Walker. Providence
the
deadline for signing up for
C-Davis,
Tennessee
game in a couple of seasons. This match could prove G-Wendelkin. Holy Cross
F-Lee,
Vanderbilt
intramural
softball which beextremely enbarrassing to the University of Connecti- C-Kimb&n. Conn.
F-Hudson, Minnesota
gins next week.
cut, if a Connecticut team has to voyage out-of-state F-McGovem. URI
to meet a Yankee Conferense team, although this F-Austin, B.c.
would be an insulting challenge to the Huskies.
TIle Eut'fI Top Fh'e
1 SL Joseph's
March 31
Queens College
In 1960-61, the Stag Varsity scrimmaged the 2' Providence
Home
April 5
Bulldogs of Yale in a pre-season contest and defeated 3' Villanova
Long lsland Uni\"ersilY
Home
the Elies handily. Two years previous, in a preliminary" Army
April 7
C W. Po6t
Home
Frosh game before an Ivy League match, the Stag s' uConn
April 13
Stooehill
Frosh easily downed the young Yalemen. with 5'9'"
Tbe AU Edt Fh'e
April 15
Upoala
Home
Bobby Jenkins grabbing 33 rebounds - a school mark G-Walker, PrQvjdence
April 17
Fairleigh Dickinson Univcrsity
April 19
still existing as high rebounds in one game, Fresh or G-Oakes. St. Joseph's
central Connecticut State CQllege
Awoy
April 22
Varsity. With these two meetings in mind, Yale's C-Washington. Villanova
New Haven State College
April 24
commitments in the Ivy League are very understand· F-Bradley, Princeton
SL Peter's College
Home
April 26
University of Bridgeport
able.
F-Silliman, Army
Home
April 29
Southern Connecticut State College
Away
Fairfield will achieve basketball recognition in
Tbe Nation
May
2
Rider
(2)
Away
Connecticut by a NIT invitation. Once this is accom- 1. Michigan
Ma}'
4
Quinnipiae
Away
plished, the Huskies, in playing a school with a tour- 2. U.C.L.A.
May
5
Hofstra
Away
nament reputation will in turn be gaining added pres- 3. St. Joseph's
May
8
Provldcnre
Away
tige, and Fairfield will officially be "in" the state's 4. Providence
May
10
New
Haven
College
Away
prestige basketball circle.
5. Davidson
May 12
University of Hartford
6. Minnesota
H....
May 20
If a double-header were scheduled in the Arena, 7. Vanderbilt
Danbury State Teachers College
Home
May 22
University of Bridgeport
along with U-Conn or Yale, this mere association could & Duke
Away
May 29
Holy Cross
eventually lead to a meeting between the three state 9. Villanova
Away
schools. This would, in time, entice a brilliant state 10. Tennessee
championship and Connecticut College Basketball
All AmeJicu,
would achieve new heights.
tat Tcam
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VARSITY BASEBALL SCHEDULE
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The possibility of starting a highly.coft'lpetitive ~~=~r;,~~=~ita
state college basketball program is there. Reasons C-Barry, Miami
why either side wishes for or against such an oppor· G-Russell, Michigan
tunity has to be taken into consideration and weighed. G-Bradley. Princeton
although long-term results in promoting Connecticut
ARNOLD'S
basketball should overshadow any hesitation at the
present. Fairfield will meet U-Conn on the hard court PRESCRIPTIONS
SUPPlIES
in the near future in what will one day prove to be a
SUNDRY NEEDS
"dogged" but healthy rivalry within the state of
Fo_
S1lopplng eoConnecticut.

FAIRFIELD LAUNDROMAT
POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD
NOW PICKS UP ON WED. AND DELIVERS ON FRIDAY
AT MRS. BROWN'S OFFICE NEAR THE MAIL BOXES
THE BEST IN LAUNDERING
WE FOLD 'EM TOOl
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Student-Faculty Hoop Game Are We

Of·
"
Fo~MIk'K'lIyene
B fIt
Grid
Cn an apt display of the corl'elation of all sport as a necessary means of providing an outlet for inhibition, Fairfield University's Gymnasium will, tonight at 8 p.m., be the scene of
a basketbail game for the bene·
fit of prqposed footbaJi games,
As one of the several schemes
the fledging Fairfield Football
Club has to plenish their treasury, the competent intramural
all-stars will take on a crew of
familiar court-jesters from out
of the past - a band of wellconditioned members O,f the
Fairfield {acuity.
After a successful season of
leading their respective teams
on the intramural hardwoods,
13 standouts have been honored
for their play. From lhe senior
class Kurt "Sky" Kilty, Ken
Wagnel', John Gugle, and Ken
Watters have been chosen. The
Junior Class will be I'ept-esenled
by Jack 'Scooter' McGovem, Ed
Della Bitta, and Kevin Fitz·
patrick. Some of the Sophomores that will see action al'e
Jim Cleary, Bill Lavin, and Bill
Pabner.
Brushing 01T the cqbwebs of
some years of inactivity will be
a hearty, if not classy segment
aJ the University'S faculty,
Transcending thc wOI'ld of ideas
to the stark l-eality of basketball, will be a group of flashy
(or is it fleshy) philosophers,
spearheaded by "Points" Paul
Nagy, dribbling ace Dr, Grassi.
and Mr. Fitzpatrick, S,J. Net
faculty points and gross faculty
rebounds will be thc interest of
the reprcsentative of the busi·
ness department, Mr. O'Neil.
The graduate s c h 001 has
donated Father McPeake to
demonstrate how he learned the
game from D.'. Naismith way
back when. In the cvent he can
be torn uway from that base·
ball book Catcher in the Rye,
}<'r. Reddy will be present \Q
handle the center spqt, ably as·
sisted with the rebounding
chores by his English Literature
confreres, Fr. Lynch and Mr.
Landry, Along with this outstanding crop of hoopmen will
be several additional faculty
members who have not as yet
been confirmed. And of course
Fr. Gallerelli will be on hand
10. see that everything is under
control.
To add a little youth to the
team, the pedagogues will get a
boost from our four, hard-working prefects, John Murphy, Sean
Meehan, Joe Sikorsky, and Jim

Worthy'... "

Jaspers PraIse
Club Fairfield's Spirit
B)· Jack C.raIc
In a recent issue announcing
the coming of football to the
Manhattan College Campus, the
Manhattan QUadrangle publiShed several stQIies t hat
should be of interest to Fairfield students.
On a page one story announcing that the Dean of Men approved thc fonnation of a foot.
ball club at Manhattan, the
following passage was included.
"It (the fOQtbali club) will not
have any connection with the
Manhattan College Athletic As.
sociation. The football club will
be governed by a student board
of directors and a faCUlty mod.
erator. This is the same ar.
rangement that exists at Iona
and Fairfield." In lhe continuatictn of that story which appeared on page six the following
was said, "Thirty_five candidates will be chosen to eompete
against lona and Fairfield that
(next) season."
Furthermore, and m~t Unpo.'tant to us at Fairfield: in
a full page report prepared by
the Football Council, reference
wac; made to. the need {or stu-

I

Duquette, who is reported to
'lave an inkling fOI' football but
plays a good game of hoop also.
Freshman basketball coach Bob
Jenkins will display some of the
~Iass Ihat made him a Stag
star for three years.
The Football Club has another money-making attraction

er...... n

Pag.

thc Fairfield Football Club
earlier this year. The results
of that questionaire indicated
that 90% of the student body
at Fairfield would purchase
tickets to the football games
that would be held.
Even if we discount 10 or
15'10 Qf these answers due to
emotion at the time of filling
out the questionaire, the fact
remains that a very sizeable
majority of the students at
Fairfield are prepared to support a Football Club. Manhattan College certainly thinks so,
why shouldn't we?
The Dean of l\lcn lit Manhattan is requiring that $9,000 be
raised BEFORE EASTER, If
the Fqotball club is to receive
recognition. The Manhattan
Club is seeking $5.00 pledges
from each member of the student body. Our club is also
planning such a drive. Your
support of their efforts is
strongly urged. Aside frQlll this,
all our club is asking for is
support at the games. \Ve hll\'e
been publicly cited by the 1\lllnhattan Quadrangle for our spir-

on tap for March 31. at 8 p.m"
in Gonzaga Auditorium. Tom
Scot, corner linebacker fol' the
New York Giants, will speak on
the past football seasQn and
what he thinks of the Football
Club's plans, The talk will be
followed by football highlights
of past Giant games,

HARRIERS HOPEFUL;
READY FOR OPENER
8y Paul Ba:ther

This year's varsity track
team is in the stale of rebuilding. The 'red and white' lost a
good deal of fieldmen and sprintcrs from lasl year's successful
team and will rely heavily upon
freshmcn to add depth. Happily
the freshmen class has sho....,o
a gl-eat deal of interest and has
supplied the team with some
very fine talent. Co.-captains
Dick Kappenberg and Jerry
Norton, both seniors, head the
veterans.
The Stags wUl open the seaSOli with n duel meet \'enus
Rofstra on April S. Hofstra has
a powerful team and the Stags

are hoping for an upset. Two
teams they will also face are
Central Connecticut and Queens
Colleges who. both have very
strong squads.
The Stags will ha.\'c to play
the role of underdogs In most
of the meets this season but
coach Nicholas Giaquinto in liLs
third .:rear a!f coaCh, Is hopeful
that 'the returning men aided
b)' the freshmen might Wow
a scare into a few opposing
teams dw1ng the season.

dent support in the following
quote: "That there be student
interest goes without saying.
The spirit of the student body
at Fordham, Iona and Fairfield
in support of their club football teams gives a good indicatiQtl of what to expect here
at Manhattan."

it, Let's not let anyone downnot our club, not our reputation
for spirit and not Manhattan
C4llege. Ncxt Fall, let's show
the Jaspers from the Bronx
that we WILL show our spirit
and that we WILL ficld a win_
ning football club.

SlpUIC&QCe

Pcrhaps the greatest significance of all is to see that New
York City's Colleges have come
around to recognizing the existence of Fairfield University.
Chis is not at all to be sarcastic. It is a sincere joy to see
that Fairfield is being imitated
by the supposedly superior in,ititutions ctf the City.
Higbly atgnUicant in this report is the fact that the Man·
hattan College Football Club
has cited Fairfield as an example of the spirit which is
necessary to take on lhe burden of anything as huge as a
fo.otball team,

Olivetti Underwood
A New Light Portable

From

TYPEWRITER
1be new Underwood 18 combines big
tl\f,ch!ne features and the convenience
of • portable. Weighs 8Y. 100. Types
blade and red. Has 44 keys.
BlldI'et Temu can be arranged,

Football Clob olrkers: treasurer, Tom Peddicord: \'Ice-presl·
dent, George Donahue: pftISIdent, Paul Barnes; 800retary
John Swanbaus.

$5995
""'
•
T..
Stationery Dept.

Many will question the validity of the Stags' spirit In
such an undertaking. Those who

Street Floor
Bridgeport

Co-Captain lerry Norton, '65

wquld however, need only cheek
the statistics compiled through
the questionalre dlstributed by

DR_INK
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STAG ININE SET FOR SEASON
1

by loe Budde)'
While the remembrances of
this successful basketball sea·
son are still fresh In our minds,
the sporting scene at Fairfield
University has shifted to the
baseball diamond. Coach Jack
Redway and his charges feel
the only way is up after last
year's dismal 1·15-1 record and
will be ready to prose themselves with their tint game
next Wednesday at home
against Queens College at 3:30

p.m.
Practice (onnally beg. n
Februlu')' 23, although most of
the pLa)'ers ""ere conditioning
themselves prior to this date.
This was deemed necessary beC1U186 the AChedule bas been
extl>nded to 21 games. (our
more than last year, and
lftretches from March 31 to
j\IIIY 29.

Among

the

new

additions

captained by senior Mike Kelly. key and Paul Garstka seem
Mike has held down the center· capable of filling RQbinson's
field position on the varsity the ,'aeaney.
Perhaps the slronge:Jt lU't'a on
last two seasons and is considtbe ball·dub woukl ba"e to br
ered to be one of the fastest the outfield. With senior letnK'n on the team. Before com· tennan Bob Batch, a depending to Fairfield, Kelly CQ-Cap. able hitter and good base runtained the baseball team at ner, in right; Kelly in cenBennington Catholic Hi g h
School In New Hampshire and
batted .500 in his senior year.
Looking at tbis year's team,
captain KC!lIy feels that the
new crop of sophs has given
added depth to the squad and
the season can be considered
In an optimistic • pessimistic
vein.
Re1{ardlnIC the tealll ltlielr,
the pltchln" L'I much stronger it
Captaln MIke Kelly, '615
than lut )'ear due to the Ilddltlon of 80ph fU'e.bll.llln~ rightest con lest should be against handler Ted S;rmeon, brother of
L.I.U. at home QD April 5.
Paul Symeon the fonner Hoi)'
This year the team will be CrOQ pitching a~ und now of
the Chicago Cuh organl7.lltlon.
I~tumlng J II n lor Il'tlerlllcn
southpaw Ed Boulos, lind rl"hty
Dill I\lcNnmerll. will round out
the startetS while Junior Rll)'
Ot'llrle, "nd sophs Milit Jacoby,
Uob nelll)', lind Del Deh'ltl;'lIo
will come on In rt'llef roles.
Tilc infield has also been
;tl'engthcl1ed considerably. At
first base JunIors John Benedict
Soph Pat Scully ke('IIS head
and Carl Logalbo arc fighting
tealllmates in prepal",1t1on for
it OUl. while second base will be
manned b~- sure-gloved junior
B;r "de ..all
letterman 'scooter' SkoC'Z~'las.
Senior letterman Charlie 'mud'
~t Salurday, March 20, lhe
Ziegler has moved O\'er to short- Fairfield Ruggers Look lhe field
stop and third base is a toss-up I for the first time this SCasQn
between three sophomores.
and lost to Bl'O\\n University
Most figured the catching de- 5-5. The game was played at
part.ment to be the weakest the ~rown U. Athletic field in
makM you feel drawly wbfIe spot of the leam due to the ProVidence, R.I. It may h.ave
.tudy:ing~ working 01" drlvinc. graduation of Fairfield great been the first day of spnng,
do .. milliona do ••• perk up Di-k R b·..M.n who batted 470 but the weather told a different
~ b af
.. year
0 I....... ,
.
tal
...-It • e. effective N 0 Do• last
(or the Stags. HQwe.

are Hofstra. central Connecti·
cut, Danbury State, and Stonehill. The highlight o.f the season will be a doubleheader at
Rider Sunda~', May 2. Besides
the Rider twin-bill, the tough-

without harmful stimulants
NoDo:lTlll keep' you meat.Dy
~. I
"_.••N OIoJUA"
8ster~~.mon

nlio~.:bIo.~:.A~booI~~Utoq=~_::""~""~~~Koe=P::AW<~::T:.~b~I:"'~.
................... l~=~_~'~'~.'~'.':"~'C,,~nn;e;an;;:.~v~m;;"iL~."'~"~'I-1
a
ance and sopbs Tom McClos- gu~
Before
a haU
the lOch
~t game
covenng
h.ad beof
,
white powder had covered the

~

problems to many opponents.
Coach Redwa~' and captain
Kelly are CQRservath.-e about
predicting any great feats this
year but as Keily says, "Lightning just can't strike tVoice."

Ruggers Sweeped;
Elements Hinder

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
alert with the -.me ..,.,.
freeber found. in co6e. Yet

ter and possibly hard-hitting
soph Pete OrIlum in left. the
Fairfield 'nine' could present

fonDiDI.Nut .... 1DODOtooIt7

FAIRFIELD CLEANERS
ONE-STOP SERVICE CENTER
• 3 hour DRY - CLEANING
• 6 hour SHIRT LAUNDRY
• TAILORING & ALTERATIONS
• ROUGH DRY & FINISHED WASH
• LEATHER & SUEDE CLEANING
• WATERPROOFING

field The snow had a decided
effect upon the games. A wet.
slippery ball hampered the running and passing of bolh sides.
The A game was largely a
defensi...-e battle. In the first
haIr, Brown claimed a quick 3
points on a penalty kick to take
the lead. At the 26--mlnute mark
Jack Gilson pushed across the
gQaI on a short power play to
put the Stags on the scoreboard. Doug Clacl made the

dowlI and form serum with
gallle in BrOlm L'nh'erslt),
('onl"crsioll attempt and the
Slags led at the half-way mark
5-3.
In the second half the snow
was still falling hea"iJy and the
game became more decidedl~
defensive. About 10 minutes
into the second half, Brown
capitalized on a Fairfield error
and picked up 3 more pqi.nts on
:I
penalty kick. After that,
neither team could get an 0(fensh-e attack started. 1be
game ended with the Stags on
the losing end of a 6-5 score.
The B game was also hampered by playing conditions.
Again Brown scored early in
the first half as Brown pushed
across from the five for the try.
The BI'Qwn "B's" scored
again in the second half with a
penalty kick. The fair offense
bogged down completely. Tbe
Fairfield 3-4 could not handle
the wet ball and failed to sustain a scoring drive.

1580 POST ROAD. FAIRFIElD,__..
TEL. 255·1068
FAIRFIELD CENTER PLAZA

CLEA.E~

tAILORS

Two

RUgKf"1'5

leap high for ball during practice lleIIoion.

